Abstract. Vibrations in different running stages of a gear generally demonstrate different dynamical behavior. As a result, nonlinearity of vibration data can seemingly serve as a measure for describing running conditions of a gear. Nevertheless, measuring nonlinearity of vibration data seems to be a tough task because of complexities of data. To resolve this problem, this paper exploited delay vector variance (DVV), a time-delay method for quantifying nonlinearity and randomization of data, to investigate gear vibration data. Along this path, this paper proposed a novel method for identification of gear conditions using nonlinearity measures by DVV. Following this, the performance of the proposed method was benchmarked against Approximate Entropy and Sample Entropy using gear vibration data containing similar gear faults. The comparison indicated that the proposed method in this paper has the edge over Approximate Entropy and Sample Entropy in identifying gear fault conditions.
Introduction
Dynamical analysis has aroused wide concern due to its high potential in many applications [1, 2] . A gear, considerably used in industrial fields, usually plays a big part in mechanical transmission. Accordingly, guaranteeing safety in operation of a gear is the focus of intensive researches. As a consequence, identification of running conditions of a gear is of great importance. Governed by different dynamical mechanisms, dynamics in different running stages of a gear clearly differs in nonlinearity. In this respect, it is an appealing idea to exploit nonlinearity of data for characterizing running conditions of a gear. Nonetheless, measuring nonlinearity of data is difficult due to complexities of data. Currently, some approaches, for instance, Approximate Entropy and Sample Entropy, have been put forward for measuring nonlinearity of complex data [3, 4] . However, these methods often have a difficulty in describing nature of complex data. To solve this problem, this paper introduced delay vector variance (DVV), which aims to quantify nonlinearity and randomization of data, for measuring nonlinearity of gear vibration data [5] . In what follows, this paper proposed a novel method for identification of gear conditions using nonlinearity measures by DVV. Moreover, the performance of the proposed method was benchmarked against Approximate Entropy and Sample Entropy by using gear vibration data containing similar gear faults. The results showed that the proposed method in this paper is superior to Approximate Entropy and Sample Entropy in recognizing running conditions of a gear.
Measuring Nonlinearity of Data by Delay Vector Variance (DVV)
The objective of DVV is to detect nonlinearity and randomization of data. Application of DVV to a
(1) Giving a embedding dimension d and time delay T , construct a group of delay vectors(DVs)
 over all the pairwise distances between any two DVs,     ,
Here, the parameter d n serves to adjust the span over which DVV is carried out. In this paper, the parameter d n is assigned to 3.  of the series t x and generate the unpredictability measure
Here, it must be noted that the variance 2 k  will be excluded if the set k S has less than 30 DVs in it. For investigating nonlinear nature of the series, DVV is implemented on both the original series and the surrogate series. Then, the differences between the unpredictability measures of the original series and the surrogate series are calculated. In the following, the average of the differences is used as a measure of nonlinearity of data, since indicating magnitude of nonlinearity.
Application of the Proposed Method to Identification of Gear Conditions
In this subsection, the feasibility of the proposed method in this paper was assessed experimentally. The vibration data used in this subsection were captured from a four-speed motorcycle gearbox [6] . The vibration data contain four types of gear condition: normal, slight-worn, medium-worn and broken-tooth. Eight pieces of vibration data were collected for each of four gear conditions, each piece with sample frequency 16384 Hz and size 8192. These four types of gearbox vibration data are displayed in Fig. 1 . As displayed in Fig. 1 , these two similar gear fault conditions, i.e. slight-worn and medium-worn, are difficult to discriminate.
To begin with, Approximate Entropy illustrated its usefulness in identification of gear conditions and the results are shown in Fig. 2 (The dimension is set as 2 and the tolerance as 0.2 times the standard deviation of data for Approximate Entropy or Sample Entropy). As shown in Fig. 2 , the slight-and medium-worn conditions are hard to separate. Therefore, Approximate Entropy shows few capabilities for encapsulating essence of these gear vibration data. In the following, Sample Entropy was used to explore these gear vibration data and the results are exhibited in Fig. 3 . It turns out that Sample Entropy also gives a poor performance in distinguishing between the slight-and medium-worn conditions. Accordingly, Sample Entropy achieves little success in distinguishing between these two similar gear fault conditions. In the end, the proposed method in this paper was made use of examining these gear vibration data and the results are displayed in Fig. 4 (The dimension is set as 5 and the time delay as 1 in the proposed method). As displayed in Fig. 4 , the proposed method in this paper has the capability to discriminate between these four types of gear conditions. It means that the proposed method in this paper can seemingly discover nature of these gear vibration data. 
Summary
This paper adopted DVV to quantify nonlinearity of gear vibration data. Consequently, a novel method for identification of gear conditions using nonlinearity measures by DVV was proposed in this paper. Next, the performance of the proposed method was benchmarked against Approximate Entropy and Sample Entropy using gear vibration data containing similar gear faults. The results demonstrated that the proposed method in this paper has an advantage over the others in identification of gear conditions.
